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BOOK REVIEWS
Proceedings of the First Indian Philosophical Congress Held in Calcutta Uni-
versity, December 19-22, 1925. Edited by Satischandra Chatterjee.
Calcutta, The Calcutta Philosophical Society, 1927. xxiii+469. 10
shillings.
Even though this volume of Proceedings omits such papers read at the Cong-
ress as have elsewhere been published, the material is so rich that one cannot
but be impressed with the quality and the range of philosophic thought in present
day India. In addition to Rabindranath Tagore's presidential address, the Pro-
ceedings contain eighteen papers in the field of Indian philosophy, ten papers on
logic and metaphysics, eight papers relating to the philosophy of religion,
four papers read in the Section of History of Philosophy, and three in the
Section of Ethics and Social Philosophy. The volume should be made accessible
to all serious students of philosophy.
A Debate on the Theory of Relativity. By Robert D. Carmichael. Harold
T. David, William D. MacMillan and Mason E. Hufkord, with an
introduction bv William Lowe Bryan. Chicago, The Open Court Pub-
lishing Company, 1927. Pp. viii-f 154. $2.00.
This debate, in which the first two authors mentioned ( mathematicians from
the University of Illinois and from Indiana University) argued in favor of
the theory and the last tw-o (an astronomer from the University of Chicago
and a physicist from Indiana University) opposed the theory, gives to the in-
telligent reader an unusually lucid and interesting account and appraisal of the
work of Einstein. The debate was originally arranged by the Indiana chapter
of Sigma XI, where it was staged shortly before the manuscripts were made
available in print.
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"SCIENTIA"
INTERNATIONAL, REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC SYNTHESIS
Published every month Ucch number conlainint too to no fafes)
Edltori El'GENIO RIGNANO
IS THE ON1.T REVIEW the contributors to which are really international.
IS THE ONLY REVIEW^ that bai a really worid-wide circulation.
IS THE ONLY REVIEW of scientific synthesis and unification that deals with the fundamental
questions of all sciences: the history of the sciences, mathematics, astronomy, geology, physics,
chemistry, biology, psychology and sociology.
IS THE ONLY REVIEW^ that by means of enquiries among the most eminent scientists and
authors of all countries (0» the philosophical principles of the various sciences; On the most Junda-
menial astronomical and physical Questions of current interest, and in particular on relativity; On
the contribution that the different countries have fiven to the development of various branches ol
knovledte; On the more important biological questions, and in particular on vitalism; On the social
question; On the (""t international questions raised by the World War), studies all the main prob-
lems discussed in intellectual circles all over the worid, and represents at the same time the first
attempt at an international organization of philosophical and scientific progress.
IS THE ONLY REVIEW that among its contributors can boast of the most illustrious men of
science in the whole world. A list of more than 350 of these is given in each number.
The articles are published in the language of their authors, and every number has a supplement con-
taining the French translation ol all the articles that are not French. The review is thus com-
pletely accessible to those who know only French. (Write lor a tree copy to the General Secretary
of "Scientia," Milan, sending 12 cents in stamps of your country, merely to cover packing and
postage.)
SUBSCRIPTION! 910.00, Post free Oaicct Via A. De Tognl 12, HUan (116)
General Secretary: Dr. Paolo Bonktti.
SCIENCE PROGRESS
A QUARTERLY REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC
THOUGHT, WORK, AND AFFAIRS
Edited by Lieut.-Col. Sir RONALD ROSS
K.C.B., K.C.M.G., F.R.S., N.L., D.Sc., LL.D., M.D.. F.R.C.S.
Published at Ike beginning of JANUARY, APRIL, JULY, OCTOBER
Each number consists of about 192 pages, contribiUed by authorities in their respective
subjects. Illustrated. 6s net. Annual Subscription, including postage, 25s, 6d.
SCIENCE PROGRESS owes its origin to an endeavor to found a scientific journal
containing original papers and summaries of the present state of knowledge in all
branches of science. The necessity for such a journal is to be found in the fact that
with the specialization which necessarily accompanies the modern development of
scientific thought and work, it is increasingly dimcult for even the professional man
of science to keep in touch with the trend of thought and the progress achieved in
subjects other than those in which his immediate interests lie. This difficulty is felt by
teachers and students in colleges and schools, and by the general educated public inter-
ested in scientific questions. SCIENCE PROGRESS claims to have filled this want.
JOHN MURRAY
Albemarle Street London, W-1
